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 Results

 Discussion
Following informative cues, responses were about 300 ms faster, suggesting that participants successfully recruited 

proactive control. In the corresponding ERPs, a sustained (predominantly right-) frontal positivity was observed 

between 200-500 ms post-cue onset following informative, but not uninformative cues. Notably, its pattern was 
[4]distinct from the ones observed at parietal electrodes implicated in task-set updating and task-set reconfiguration . 

By contrast, accuracy was comparable across conditions, suggesting that reactive control processes were recruited 

successfully following uninformative cues at the expense of longer RTs. Starting around 200 ms prior to the 

response, the corresponding ERPs revealed an additional (left-) frontal activity following uninformative relative to 

informative cues, replicating prior results in older adults. Both components and performance differences were 

evident only during mixed-task blocks, consistent with the notion that control processes are recruited selectively to 

meet higher task demands.

A long-standing debate surrounds the question how cognitive 

control is fine-tuned to flexibly meet changing task 

requirements. According to the dual mechanisms of control 

framework , two alternate routes may lead to correct response 

selection when faced with increased task demands. When 

response conflict is detected, reactive control processes can be 

recruited immediately before the response. However, this type of 

response selection will require additional time. 

Recent findings suggest older adults predominantly rely on 

reactive control, whereas it was observed more selectively for 

slow responses in the most difficult task conditions for young 

adults .

Here, informative or uninformative cues were presented in a 

cued task-switch paradigm, making advance preparation either 

feasible or not. Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded to 

identify dissociable neural correlates for both control processes. 

[1]

[2]

If advance 

preparation is feasible, control processes can be recruited 

proactively to allow for both rapid and correct response selection. 
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EEG Methods
36 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes

ref: averaged mastoids

Continuous DC- 100 Hz
1000 Hz sampling rate

 Participants
16 young adults (mean age 22, range 19-31)

Design
Two tasks: 

How Many ? What Number ? 

4 stimulus displays (1, 111, 3, 333)
[3]in single-task and mixed-task blocks 
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During mixed blocks, a sustained positivity for informative  was observed 

between 200-500 ms at (right-)frontal electrodes (informative switch & 

non-switch > uninformative switch & non-switch). 

By contrast, parietal ERPs confirmed that cues were processed according 

to their task relevance (switch > non-switch > single-task for informative 

cues only).

Participants responded about 300 ms faster 

following informative cues. By contrast, 

accuracy was high irrespective of cue type.

Response-locked ERPs revealed an additional (left-) 

frontal negativity (PRN), starting around 200 ms 

prior to the response for uninformative relative to 

informative cues.
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